T he excited quantum states of atomic nuclei predominantly decay through the emission of short-wavelength, energetic electromagnetic radiation known as γ-rays -an excited nucleus emits a single γ-ray photon to reach a lower energy state. The energy radiated is equal to the difference in the energies of the initial and final quantum states. But on page 406 of this issue, Walz et al. 1 report the first observation of a rare decay mode, for an excited quantum state of a barium nucleus ( 137 Ba), that proceeds through the simulta neous emission of two γ-ray photons. Because this quantum state of 137 Ba usually decays through the much more common emission of a single γ-ray photon, Walz and colleagues' laboratory measurements represent a formidable exercise in finding a needle in a haystack, and have relevance to the theories of quantum electro dynamics and nuclear structure.
The γγ-decay was first described by the physicist Maria Göppert-Mayer on the cusp of the 1930s. In her doctoral thesis, she predicted 2,3 that this rare electro magnetic decay mode is allowed in the framework of quantum electro dynamics: the energy of each of the two emitted γ-ray photons can take a value from a continuous energy distribution, so that the total energy equals the energy liberated as the nucleus undergoes the quantum transition from the initial to a final state.
It was not until the mid-1980s that this rare process was verified experimentally for nuclei. These pioneering measurements involved observations of the γγ- and required a clever trick. Both the ground and the first excited states of these nuclei have zero total angular momentum. The fact that a γ-ray photon (or any photon) cannot have zero angular momentum means that the decay of one of these excited states through single γ-ray emission is strictly forbidden because of the requirements of the conservation of angular momentum. This realization allowed researchers to eliminate the usually dominant single γ-decay mode from consideration, and left processes that are experimentally easy to identify (such as conversion electron emission and internal pair formation) as the only other competing decay modes 4, 5 . Although γγ emission from nuclei has so far been a rare beast, the corresponding two-photon emission following electronic transitions in atoms was measured and studied several decades ago. This is because the atomic process has advantageous energetics: the lowerenergy photons (such as X-rays) produced are more easily absorbed by one detector than are nuclear γ-rays, which more frequently scatter from one detector into another. Atomic physicists were also aided by the experimental tools to hand. For example, lasers can be used to 'pump' an atom into an excited atomic state that is a candidate for two-photon decay or that decays to such a state.
As early as the 1940s, the physicists Gregory Breit and Edward Teller conjectured that twophoton emission is the most probable radiative-decay mode of the metastable 2s 1/2 state of atomic hydrogen 6 , for which single-photon emission is forbidden by angular-momentumconservation arguments. This turned out to have astrophysical consequences: the twophoton decay of hydrogen and hydrogen-like atomic systems contributes to the strength of the continuum spectra of planetary nebulae at ultraviolet wavelengths 7 . The reverse process -the simultaneous absorption of two photons during the excitation of an atom or a molecule -has even broader impact: it forms the basis of two-photon laser-scanning fluorescence microscopy 8 , which is used in the biomedical fields and in tissue engineering 9 . Now, some 30 years after the pioneering measurements of γγ-decay in transitions of 16 O, 40 Ca and 90 Zr nuclei, Walz and co-workers have detected, for the first time, the γγ-decay of a nuclear quantum transition that competes with the allowed single γ-decay. The authors faced two experimental challenges: first, the former process is at least 100,000 times less probable than the latter one. Second, the γ-ray emitted in single γ-decay easily scatters off electrons in the detector material (a process known as Compton scattering), so that some of its energy is deposited in one detector and the rest in another, in a way that mimics the signature of the elusive γγ emission.
In Ba decays, it predominantly emits a 662-kiloelectronvolt γ-ray. To catch the rare, simultaneous γγ events, the authors surrounded the γ-ray source with five scintillation detectors (see Fig. 1a of the paper 1 ) that could register γ-rays at a time resolution better than 1 nanosecond. This fine resolution crucially helped the authors to reject the impostor, scattered single-γ emissions, which have different flight times from the true simultaneous γγ events. Furthermore, the authors used massive lead shielding to minimize the scattering of γ-rays from one detector into another.
After more than 50 days of measurements, Walz et al. reported a clear signal at the expected total energy (662 keV). It was registered simultaneously by detector pairs from various angles, thus yielding the first positive signal of γγ-decay in competition with single-γ to improve human health. The present studies suggest the possibility of using tightly adherent but non-invasive bacteria to deliberately nudge the human intestinal immune system towards a more activated state. Such an approach could be particularly useful in preventing or treating infectious disease. Although SFB do not colonize humans, Atarashi et Other groups have been trying for several years to detect and characterize the γγ-decay of 137 Ba through experimental [10] [11] [12] and theoretical 10 work, but Walz and co-workers have made the first breakthrough. One of the remaining challenges is to measure precisely the energy distributions of the two emitted γ-rays at various emission angles.
Although Walz and colleagues' measurement provides a rare confirmation of an elusive nuclear process, γγ emission itself could be used to probe the structure of atomic nuclei. The γγ-decay of a nucleus occurs through a multitude of virtual intermediate nuclear states. The corresponding transitions that occur as a nucleus passes from its initial state to a virtual state, and from there to the final ground state, can be calculated by models that aim to describe the structure of nuclei. The characteristics of γγ emission can therefore provide a tracer of the combined probability that a nucleus can transition through the multi tude of possible pathways -these can never be fully measured in experiments that attempt to excite all individual intermediate states.
The previously measured probabilities of γγ transition between two states that each have zero total angular momentum are related to gross properties of the nucleus, such as electric polarizability and magnetic susceptibility 5 . In the case of the more-complex decay process studied by Walz et Its use is well established in movement disorders that are otherwise resistant to treatment, but it remains highly experimental for most other neurological and psychiatric conditions, and has rarely been used in children. Using DBS entails implanting thin wire electrodes in the brain, to a depth and location determined by the symptoms being treated. An electrical device then delivers controlled impulses to stimulate local brain activity in a regulated fashion. However, the precise mechanism by which DBS works remains largely unknown.
Experimental evidence suggests that DBS may improve cognition in adult rats with memory impairment 5 , and can slow the rate of cognitive decline in people with Alzheimer's disease 6 . But Hao and colleagues' report marks the first demonstration that DBS might have the potential to tackle a childhood intellectualdisability disorder. The authors focused on Rett syndrome, which lies towards the more severe end of the intellectual-disability spectrum and
